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Executive Summary
As organizations continue to leverage public Cloud platforms, migration

technology platforms and tools is harder to find and retain. As experienced

and modernization of traditional application portfolios continue to be a

staff for traditional applications age out, it’s more challenging to maintain

hurdle to expanded cloud adoption. Skytap Cloud enables companies to

these traditional systems. Therefore businesses seeking to achieve the cloud

successfully modernize their traditional application portfolio over time and

benefits for traditional applications face a two pronged challenge: identifying

in line with their business needs. Our “No App Left Behind” library is a series

the right cloud platform for traditional applications and addressing

of guides that will help you identify options to accelerate the continuous

the lack of skilled resources who understand both legacy and modern

modernization of your portfolio. This guide provides an approach for

cloud environments. Bringing the two together while moving forward

evaluating your business challenges, the knowledge of the business services

synergistically reduces risk for the business.

and their importance to the organization, and the applications that underpin
them to ultimately deliver value.

Given these challenges, enterprises who are not actively seeking to
continually modernize both their offerings and their application portfolio

Existing businesses must move faster to maintain their current competitive

are likely to be outpaced by their competition. To avoid missteps and net-

edge while also being agile enough to capture new market opportunities. A

negative modernization investments, organizations must make strategic

brand-new breed of competitors, who don’t carry historical technical debt,

decisions regarding which modernization investments are required to

can consume greenfield technology to develop cloud native applications at a

maintain a competitive advantage.

more rapid pace, at lower cost, and with global scale—effectively displacing
and disrupting business in every industry.
To remain competitive, business groups within established organizations are
seeking every possible technology, service, and tool to create compelling
customer experiences faster. Business leaders are focused on reducing
friction of technology adoption and utilization. An increasing number of new
solutions in the development toolchain accelerate the software development
life cycle (SDLC), enabling development teams to be more self-sufficient and
deliver value faster than ever, but business leaders are still challenged with
how to apply these new tools to traditional applications.
Still, it’s not all about technology. Experience with aging, on-premises
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From Monolithic to Modern
It’s a Journey not a Sprint
A modernized application leverages the best of its traditional
components plus new cloud native approaches including
infrastructure, processes and architectures that will compliment new
delivery approaches such as devops and agile. Business processes,
offerings, competitive differentiation, and value to customers
ultimately drive the need for continued application modernization.
A modernized portfolio consists of all the applications your business
operates, where some are replaced, others are tolerated, some
gain investments and others are redesigned. By working towards
a balanced modern application portfolio an organization removes
technical barriers, breaks down silos between IT and Development
teams, and is positioned to automate development and deployment
with reduced friction, thus enabling more agile releases to the
market. This process doesn’t mean that older technology goes away,
but is reviewed for relevancy to new business objectives and its
ability to integrate with new technology.
This move to a modern application portfolio is often referred to as a
journey, given the people, process and technology changes that are
required to achieve the desired process efficiency and innovation
velocity. This journey starts with a clear business driver and
executive commitment to the chosen implementation strategy. This
business case and executive support will be crucial throughout the
transformation program to anchor the initiative as challenges arise.
Each application that you modernize will teach you skills that will
make the next one easier. It’s time to get started.
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Challenge Common Assumptions
Successful modernization brings changes to how IT, Development,

and the organization function as a whole. Therefore, focus must
shift from optimizing local technology products and instead seek to
optimize for differentiated business offerings that require support
from a modernized application portfolio. In all cases, shift the focus
of application modernization to the desired business outcome, rather
than the technology initiative..
All too often, organizations jump right into a “cloud initiative”
without a solid understanding of the current challenge. Worse yet,
many fail to fully explore their application portfolio and understand
each application’s underpinnings which ultimately become a
determining factor in the cloud (s) selected. When this analysis
is incomplete, organizations tend to select a singular cloud that is
intended to meet the needs of every application but commonly
falls short.

experience and enabling business innovation (customer driven)
separates future leaders from laggards.
Modernization initiatives have greater success when driven across
the enterprise as this shifts the project from a technology initiative
to an organizational initiative. In cases where the modernization
initiative is not driven at the enterprise level, seek to align the
program to an existing business project, organization initiatives, or
change effort, such as a Customer Experience campaign, a Delivery
Optimization initiative, or a Digital Transformation program. In all
cases, shift the focus correctly to the desired business outcome,
rather than the technology initiative.

It’s frequently assumed that a large hyperscale provider can meet all
needs, however teams often discover that for traditional application
modernization a purpose-built cloud suits them better. When
organizations do not compare and contrast the requirements of
the application to the capabilities of the provider, the selection
decision results in a technology project that is not aligned to
business value. It’s like fitting a square peg into a round hole.
Lastly, while it is critical to understand cost implications,
infrastructure cost savings should not be the primary reason for
embarking on an application modernization journey. Organizations
that take a pure cost perspective related to the cloud are
overlooking the longer-term benefits. The forward-thinking
leader recognizes that reducing costs isn’t the primary driver for
modernization but a benefit that is balanced when they increase
agility and deliver more value to customers. This shift from solely
considering cost reduction (IT driven) to improving customer
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Defining the Business Need for Modernization
Defining the business value requires outlining the intended business
outcome and contrasting that to the activities necessary to achieve
that objective. Successful modernization initiatives recognize
that the business offerings are the central focal point and that
the applications are the technical instantiation of these business
offerings. As such, effective initiatives seek to understand the
business requirements and then identify the application limitations
that result in critical constraints to successfully enable the business
offerings. Alleviating these constraints becomes the key business
outcome of the modernization initiative.
There are multiple factors that will help you to decide when to
increase or minimize investments. We’ll discuss the business and
technical dispositions of your applications. This will minimize
disagreements between stakeholders and allow for a more
consistent mapping of your portfolio to the appropriate
modernization approach.
Lack of agility: This affects companies that depend heavily on
monolithic applications to underpin their most differentiated,
competitive products or services, and risk falling behind as
competing businesses embark on digital transformation. These
applications can continue to bring value, but require the increased
agility gained from using modern infrastructure, CI/CD Tools, SDLC
approaches and ultimately new architectures. Understanding which
applications are paralyzing you and creating a modernization plan
will help your business remain competitive.
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Competitive threats from new innovation & the risk of standing still:
This affects most companies, but especially those in rapidly evolving
markets, such as Logistics, Retail, and even the heritage technology
market itself. Laggards and leaders are in every industry, but staying
competitive requires a shift in thinking for technology leaders – from
optimizing internally to looking outwards to deliver new customer
value. Modern businesses recognize that cloud native architectures
provide new competitors the ability to rapidly usurp existing leaders,
therefore leaders must continually strengthen their innovation.
Lack of DR or resiliency: This affects companies without a viable
and tested Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery plan for their
critical applications. Unfortunately, the CAPEX investment is often
deemed too costly for redundant, underutilized systems. Even when
implemented, these DR systems often become outdated or are
repurposed, nullifying their value. Leveraging Cloud resources as an
alternative solution, without incurring CAPEX costs, will ensure up to
date, and properly sized resources, are there when you need them.
Undesired investments & contractual obligations: This affects
companies that are confronted with undesired investments in areas
such as aging technology, data center/colo leases, or maintenance
renewals. Without significant advanced planning, many firms find
that moving existing application stacks to purpose-built cloud
platforms allows them to minimize CAPEX spend and leverage cloud
infrastructure as a first step to cloud adoption.
Inefficient resource capacity: This affects companies that rely
on critical business applications with specific hardware, software
or geographic constraints, increasing the difficulty and cost of
replicating test or production environments. This limitation becomes
further magnified when burst testing is needed during peak seasons
or promotions; teams want to move faster to meet customer demand
but IT can’t keep up. Modernization in the cloud helps to address
resource capacity issues throughout the SDLC and into production.
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People Challenges: retain & grow talent, remove silos This affects
organizations who are struggling to retain or attract top talent,
across their leaders - both technical and managerial. Modern
firms appropriately balance the shift to more modern platforms,
which allows them to attain new talent and grow existing staff
skills. Talented leaders will naturally seek to improve themselves
and the firm, so retaining top talent in the leader pools is critical
to innovation and growth. By leveraging and enhancing modern
applications that are aligned to business priorities, a much greater
emphasis is placed on improving business velocity, scalability,
improving customer experience, and entering new markets - all
attractors of talent.
Extend the ROI of existing investments: This affects organizations
that have traditional applications that they want to get more out of
and often include custom code, COTS software or a combination
of both. The investment is often substantial and the business value
is high. Ripping, Replacing or Rewriting these applications is not
feasible. The desire is to leverage parts of the traditional application
while modernizing components over time to balance cost, ROI, and
risk to the business while continuing to innovate.
Reduce the application portfolio: This affects organizations who are
consolidating data centers, merging portfolios from an M&A, exiting
specific businesses, or looking to reduce complexity and possibly
staff. The desire is to clean the portfolio and eliminate or replace
some applications.
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Step 1:
Identify your
Business
Challenges &
Desired
Outcomes

Legacy applications present many potential business constraints; however, application
modernization opens new opportunities for these applications to continue to deliver
ROI to the business while also taking advantage of new cloud native capabilities.
Common challenges and desired business objectives are outlined in the table to help
anchor your objectives.
Here is a simple template, and the first step, to help identify constraints and desired
outcomes for your application modernization initiative. It will help you better align your
efforts to business objectives. The Desired Outcome & Business Objective column text
provides examples that may be differ for your organization. Fill this template out first.

Constraint

Applies to
My Org?

Desired Outcome & Business Objective

Lack of agility

Yes

Establish capability for rapid product development
and delivery in order to create or expand into a
new market

New innovation, risk of
standing still, competition

Avoid losing market share to competitors who are
evolving faster

Unbalanced costs

Appropriately align increases or decreases in
revenue or profit to technology spend

Lack of DR or resiliency

Ensure ongoing business operations in the event
of a technology failure or outage

Undesired investments &
contractual obligations

Avoid lengthy contractual obligations or
depreciation cycles, by leveraging
pay-as-you-go models

Inefficient resource capacity

Ensure optimum business availability and
responsiveness by leveraging cloud offerings
with relatively infinite scalability

People challenges - skills,
silos, retention

Increase ability to attract and grow talented
leaders, who can continue to drive business
innovation

Need to extend the ROI of
existing investments

Gain more ROI from existing traditional
applications that are important to the business
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Analyze Your Application Portfolio
Application rationalization is essential to a modernization business
case. To align a modernization approach to the business need
that is being addressed, the relevant application portfolio must be
understood and rationalized. Organizations must understand where
business velocity and resilience matter most: where you need to
move changes into production rapidly, to increase scalability, or to
ensure production resiliency. These factors will help you to decide
when to increase or minimize investments.
The next two exercises will help you to identify the business value
and technical complexity of your application. The answers to both
the Business and Technical Dispositions should be based on real
information that is derived from trusted internal data.
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Step 2:
Calculate the
Applications’
Business
Disposition

As business services are mapped to applications, applications are mapped to future
platforms. The first step is to score the applications per the value they provide to the
business. This is call the Business Value Disposition. Provide your answers to the questions
using the scoring model to the right.

Business Value Disposition

Score if
Yes, Else 0

Is the application required for non-critical business operations or services?
(i.e. if it is unavailable it has minimal impact)

1

Is the application required to support critical business operations, services or
revenue? (i.e. if it is unavailable it has significant impact)

2

Does the application enable a competitive or differential advantage?

2

Is the application economically feasible to continue to maintain and support?
(i.e. The cost to run does not outweigh the benefit)

1

Is the application relevant for your future business operations, services
or revenue?

2

Do you have the necessary business skills in-house for the application in order
to modernize it?

1
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Step 3:
Calculate the
Applications’
Technical
Disposition

This exercise will help to identify the Application’s Technical Disposition (Complexity).
This is a higher-level assessment of the technical debt, knowledge and processes associated
with the application. It is not intended to go into depth on the technologies or languages
used; a deeper architecture and technology discussion should be an outcome and follow-up
action for your organization.
Complete the questions in the table on the right to determine your Application’s
Technical Disposition.

Application Technical Disposition

Score if
Yes, Else 0

Does the app have low technical debt? Applications with simple, well documented code, independent integration with other systems and modular internal
components. Composed of loosely coupled components on modern software
platforms, components can be easily replaced or modernized in the cloud.

1

Does the app have medium technical debt? Applications that tend to be
complex and are harder to refactor, but run on more modern software platforms
and are not tightly coupled to other systems. Refactoring can be difficult but not
major and they can be lifted and extended to the cloud.

2

Does the app have high technical debt? These are large monolithic applications
with no knowledgeable resources and limited documentation and house
significant business logic which is no longer understood. They are built on
legacy codebases or architectures, and have unknown dependencies. They may
require significant refactoring or replatforming to the cloud or may require a
purpose-built cloud.

3

Do you have gaps in test coverage? Gaps in automated test coverage can increase the testing effort and hamper the team’s agility to make needed changes
in the application. This hampers modernization efforts in longer lived systems as
it will be more difficult to do A/B testing between legacy and modern services.

1

Do you have blocking team dependencies? When you need to deliver new
features, bugs or other changes to your application and require multiple teams
working in coordination to deliver them. This is currently inefficient or is not as
agile as desired.

1

Do you have a lack of subject matter expertise? Lost knowledge of how key
technical components work due to changes in staffing over time. This makes it
difficult to modernize key services because they are no longer understood.

1
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Step 4:
Calculate the
Applications’
Overall
Disposition
Score

Using the Business and Technical Disposition Scores, you can numerically begin to see
which applications are more important for the business and which are more complex. These
two values contribute inputs into building your modernization strategy.
The table below is an example scorecard for six traditional application dispositions based
on the responses in Steps 1-3 above.
App
1

App
2

App
3

App
4

App
5

App
6

Is the application required for non-critical business operations or services?
(i.e. if it is unavailable it has minimal impact)

0

1

0

0

1

1

Is the application required to support critical business operations, services or revenue?
(i.e. if it is unavailable it has significant impact)

2

0

2

2

0

0

Does the app enable a competitive or differential advantage?

2

0

0

2

0

0

Is the application economically feasible to continue to maintain and support?
i.e. The cost to run does not out weigh the benefit

1

0

1

1

0

1

Is the application relevant for your future business operations, services or revenue?

2

0

2

2

0

0

Do you have the necessary business skills in-house for the application in order to
modernize it?

0

0

1

1

0

0

Does the app have Low Technical Debt? Applications with simple, well documented
code, independent integration with other systems and modular internal components.
Composed of loosely coupled components on modern software platforms, components
can be easily replaced or modernized in the cloud.

0

0

0

1

0

0

Does the app have Medium Technical Debt- Applications that tend to be complex and
are harder to refactor, but run on more modern software platforms and are not tightly
coupled to other systems. Refactoring can be difficult but not major and they can be
lifted and extended to the cloud.

0

0

0

0

2

0

Does the app have High Technical Debt - These are large monolithic applications with no
knowledgeable resources and limited documentation and house significant business
logic which is no longer understood. They are built on legacy codebases or architectures,
and have unknown dependencies. They may require significant refactoring or
replatforming to the cloud or may require a purpose-built cloud.

3

3

3

0

0

3

Do you have gaps in your SDLC? - Gaps in automated test coverage, processes and automation can increase the testing effort and hamper the team’s agility to make needed
changes in the application. This hampers modernization efforts in longer lived systems
as it will be more difficult to do A/B testing between legacy and modern services.

1

1

1

1

0

1

Do you have Blocking Team Dependencies? - When you need to deliver new features,
bugs or other changes to your application and require multiple teams working in
coordination to deliver them. This is currently inefficient or is not as agile as desired.

1

1

1

1

0

1

Do you have a Lack of subject matter expertise? - Lost knowledge of how key technical
components work or are built due to changes in staffing over time. This makes it difficult
to modernize key services because they are no longer understood.

1

1

0

0

0

1

App
1

App
2

App
3

App
4

App
5

App
6

Tech Complexity Total

6

6

5

3

2

6

Biz Value Total

7

1

6

8

1

2

Business Value Disposition

Application Technical Disposition (Complexity)
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The next section discusses how these applications can be overlaid into four
quadrants for modernization and provides possible actions you may take for migration
and modernization.

App Portfolio Analysis - Example
9
8
7

Technical Complexity

Step 5:
Visually
Represent
Your
Application
Portfolio

The bubble chart demonstrates how the Business and Technical Dispositions of the
example application portfolio can be visualized to help others to better understand the
reasoning for prioritizing investments.

App2

6

App6

App1

5

App3

4

App4

3

App5

2
1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Business Value
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Quadrant Placement - Example
Tolerate

Invest

9
8
7

Technical Complexity

Step 6:
Review the
Quadrant
Placement

Using the Business and Technical Disposition scores from the example applications above,
this diagram maps each application to a quadrant. Using four quadrants, you can see
possible approaches for each application. Each application will have an x and y value
placing it in a single quadrant even if the visual depicts larger circles. Applications that are
on the edge of two quadrants should be evaluated in greater depth to determine the best
level of investment to achieve the business requirements. The next section explores the
migration and modernization options associated with each quadrant.

App2

6

App6

App1

5

App3

4

App4

3

App5

2
1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Replace

6

7

8

9

Redesign
Business Value
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Understand the Quadrants
Evaluate Your Options
In this section, we will provide guidance for each modernization quadrant. This information is intended to start you on your modernization
journey, however you may learn more about each application as you dig deeper. To effectively prioritize your modernization investments, you’ll
need to determine which applications you will:

Tolerate

Invest

Keep with minimal to no investment

Lift and extend with some re-factoring likely

Replace

Redesign

Decommission or replaced with new
Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) solutions

Has received some modernization;
re-architect/re-write cloud native
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Replace Quadrant (Low Business Value, Low Technical Complexity)
Some applications may have been built years ago to solve problems that could not be addressed by COTS applications. As technology has
evolved, some of these in-house applications have been commoditized by commercial software. In other cases they are reaching their end of
life but there is no immediate replacement available. While doing nothing is not a viable approach, minimal investment should be made to
applications that are not actively or negatively impacting business operations or financials. Organizations should determine how they will handle
the data associated with applications in this quadrant. This may include backing up to cold storage if the data is not in active use, or merging
into the new SaaS application for historical reference and reporting.
When it is necessary to make a replacement, common approaches used to address applications in the Replace quadrant include:

Commercial Software

Decommission

This option focuses on building a portfolio with the best software
and components available from third-party software vendors.
Some re-architecting and integration may be required, but often
the traditional application is replaced with SaaS or COTS.

If the app provides little business value and has low complexity,
it best to decommission it. By creating a transparent perspective that illustrates the operational cost of managing and maintaining the application, you will be able to demonstrate that
the costs outweigh the effort to keep it and thus should unlock
approval for decommissioning.
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The diagram demonstrates the
typical cycle for applications
in the Replace Quadrant. A
compelling event such as
cloud or app modernization
is often the catalyst for
evaluating the application,
followed by research and then
a decision on action. In most
cases, apps in this quadrant
are decommissioned if they
are not ultimately replaced by
SaaS or COTS.

Application Modernization Lifecycles
Replace Quadrant
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Tolerate Quadrant (Low Business Value, High Technical Complexity)
Applications with low business value and high technical complexity, may still be required to operate the business. In this case, low business value
may be defined as serving a smaller portion of the business – an individual business group or role - versus serving the entire business. This may
provide less value to the entire company but is critical to these teams and must continue to be available.
Not every “wasteful” application can be decommissioned due to the necessity of some business requirements. When these business services
require legacy application retention, and when there is an existing precedent to keep applications, it may be appropriate to retain that
application. Below are a few options to consider when thinking about migration and modernization.

Leave “As-Is”

Rehost

Will minimize the effort required, however it is delaying the inevitable. It
will likely cost more in the long run as you will run on older technology
and pay less attention. This is not recommended when trying to remain
competitive.

Using a “lift & shift” approach with light refactoring will enable you to
run the app in the cloud. While not modernizing the application, you
will modernize its infrastructure and reduce hardware maintenance. This
is useful in datacenter consolidation and M&A initiatives where modernization is not needed but shifting to OPEX and cloud is required.

Facade

Integration

Provides a simpler more compatible interface to a complex component.
Implementing a facade is an entry point to a complex service and
allows you to reuse it in a more loosely coupled manor. Because this
pattern minimizes changes to the legacy component, you can focus
efforts on extending capabilities of new or existing services.

Used when legacy and modern components must interact by sharing
business logic and data via API’s, EMS and Services. It requires little
to no changes to your legacy application but still enables you to take
advantage of new cloud technologies.

Emulate -

Emulation is used when an application that cannot be natively re-hosted. An emulator is hardware or software that enables one computer system (called the host) to behave like another computer system (called the guest). Emulators enable rehosting
application “as is” on a cloud platform with as little changes as possible. Once emulated, an application can be extended using cloud
native technologies. This is particularly useful for mainframe application teams who want to shift development and test to the cloud.
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The diagram demonstrates the
typical cycle for applications
in the Tolerate Quadrant.
A compelling event or
initiative such as datacenter
consolidation or a merger
and acquisition are often
the catalysts for evaluating
the application, followed by
a decision to re-host and
potentially integrate.In most
cases, apps in this quadrant
will be maintained until
funding and skills are available
to re-architect at which time
the application may move
to the Invest or Redesign
Quadrants, or they may
ultimately be retired.

Application Modernization Lifecycles
Tolerate Quadrant
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Invest Quadrant (High Business Value, High Technical Complexity)
Applications in this quadrant deliver high value to the business and therefore organizations want to keep them, continue to extend their ROI, and
opportunistically look for ways to invest in them for future ROI via modernization. These applications may be running on specific hardware and
developed with particular languages therefore they will need to be evaluated carefully as not all cloud providers will be able to accommodate
their software, hardware, and skills requirements. A purpose-built cloud is a better solution than a hyperscale cloud for these applications. These
applications may have some overlap into the Redesign quadrant as some elements may require re-architecting.
There are several approaches to migration and modernizing these applications:

Lift and Extend

Lift and Re-factor

Requires that the cloud provider support both the application
hardware and software to first re-host and then extend with new
cloud native services. Most providers support x86. When support
for other platforms and their applications is needed, you will find all
clouds are not created equal. Purpose-built clouds often provide an
easier migration and modernization path that includes using cloud
native services from other clouds.

Re-host or “Lift” the application to modern cloud infrastructure
to take advantage of the latest technology, agility, and
elasticity offered by the cloud. Re-factoring is the process of restructuring existing computer code without changing its external
behavior - essentially cleaning up the legacy code but not necessarily changing the application functionality, yet.

Integration

Decoupling

Used when legacy and modern components must interact by
sharing business logic and data via API’s, EMS and Services. It
requires little to no changes to your legacy application but still
enables you to take advantage of new cloud technologies.

For applications that are tightly coupled to key systems,
decoupling will be required for the system to be isolated to be
re-hosted or replaced. This is done through vertical and/or
horizontal slicing, and by using the strangler pattern.

Major Rearchitecting -

Ideal when there are significant scalability concerns, technical debt hampers your ability to extend functionality in your current architecture, or when a legacy component needs to be replaced with new modern technologies and platforms - shifting from RISC to x86 to Linux or using cloud native services architecture (PaaS) to replace monolithic
architectures. Re-architecting often requires significant monetary investment, cloud skills and resources but will ultimately provide the greatest level of modernization.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emulator

1
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The diagram demonstrates the
typical cycle for applications
in the Invest Quadrant. As
these applications are high
business value and highly
complex, they are often not
the first to be modernized or
moved to the cloud, but they
must be addressed over time.
Organizations typically start
with simpler applications to
gain cloud knowledge, quick
wins, and confidence before
moving to the more complex
applications unless there is a
specific business or leadership
driver that dictates otherwise.

Application Modernization Lifecycles
Invest Quadrant
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Redesign Quadrant (High Business Value, Low Technical Complexity)
Applications in this quadrant can be more rapidly modernized than applications with high technical complexity because they have already
gone through significant refactoring and continue to deliver high business value. When it comes to modernization, these applications should be
considered first and leveraged by your organization’s change effort for opportunistic training and group motivation.
Redesign, in this context, includes elements of light rearchitecting and rewriting. Depending on the needs of the application, you may use one or
more of these approaches as you modernize. Light rearchitecting is ideal for applications that are not mainframe or RISC-based applications and
are not massive monoliths that are tightly coupled.

Light Rearchitecting

Elastic Services

These applications do not require complete re-architecture, as
much of the application is appropriately modernized, but there
are specific portions of the application that have scalability or
performance concerns that must be addressed. These areas
of limitation are likely the final remaining areas of legacy code
or platforms, and re-architecting these limitation areas will
complete modernization of the whole application.

Due to the low complexity of the applications in this quadrant,
it may be a more straightforward effort to leverage cloud-native, elastic services. Elastic Services may save money as you
are only paying for the additional burst of resources when you
need them. The approach provides your application on-demand, automating scale up/down application resources to
address performance during peak business periods.
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The diagram demonstrates the
typical cycle for applications
in the Redesign Quadrant.
These applications are often
easy to architect to cloud
services and should be a
starting point when you want
to take a full cloud native or
SaaS architecture approach.

Application Modernization Lifecycles
Redesign Quadrant
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Summary
Modernizing traditional applications is often a journey that has no straight path. In this guide, we
provided a mechanism that helps you to more easily distill and visualize your application portfolio so
that you can begin to formulate a modernization strategy. The quadrants are intended to provide an
indication of actions that you may take but additional conversations should occur on both strategy and
the applications technical makeup to validate the approach.
To further assist you with your modernization planning, our Migration and Modernization Patterns Guide
provides patterns aligned to each of the four quadrants along with the benefits and considerations of
each. You’ll find this useful as you begin to think about “How” you will modernize using cloud-native
infrastructure and services.
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